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Abstract: Traffic congestion is common in major cities negatively impacting countries’ economies. Conventional traffic control

methods are unresponsive to emergent situations on the roads. Social media has become an integral part of peoples’ lives in solving
problems. This paper assesses its influence in traffic congestion management in cities. Four determinants are identified namely: users
expected gain in status; obligation to others; unselfishness and direct compensation. The study found that social media usage positively
influence road traffic management. Users derive satisfaction from active participation and selflessness. Social platforms unite users in a
communication network where up-to-date traffic congestion information is propagated rapidly.
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1. Introduction
Major cities all over the world face traffic congestion as the
quest for personalized means of transport that is independent
and comfortable increases. As a result, there are negative
effects on countries’ economies by lowering their national
gross domestic product. This is due to cost of fuel and time
wasted in traffic jams. In addition, there are risks associated
with gridlocks such as car break-ins, snatching of valuable
items and other social evils. According to [4], the world
loses approximately five billion hours and two billion
gallons of fuel annually in congestion delays. Other effects
of traffic congestion include: hampering emergency services
- such as police and medical services and increase in vehicle
crashes as motorists rush to avoid being caught in gridlock.
According to [19], road congestion is mainly due to increase
in number of vehicles, poor transport planning and
management, deficient public transport, shortage in road
infrastructure and lack of road maintenance. But more
importantly, inadequate traffic management measures also
contribute to traffic jams. These measures would provide
real-time, actionable information on the status of roads and
relay the same to all the users thus ensuring smooth flow of
traffic.
[4] identified two types of traffic congestion: recurrent and
non - recurrent. Recurrent phenomenon is experienced when
large numbers of vehicles use the limited space of the road
network simultaneously during peak hours on daily basis.
Non- recurrent congestions are as a result of random and
often unplanned events such as traffic accidents, adverse
weather conditions, vehicle breakdowns and some special
events like holiday celebrations among others. Management
of recurrent traffic is compounded by non-recurrent events
and vice-versa. Consequently, traditional methods of traffic
control - like traffic lights, are not receptive to various
situations that can emerge on the roads, at any given time,
adversely affecting smooth flow of traffic. Depending upon
the prevailing circumstances, it is desirable that traffic flow
be controlled and managed as per the current situation under
the control and supervision of onsite traffic officer [12].

corroborated by research. In addition, it is able to combine
text data with picture or video providing a better explanation
of the prevailing situation. Hence its influence in decongesting cities or in reducing the impact of traffic
congestion should be analyzed with a view to inform policy
decisions and enable replication in other areas experiencing
similar crisis.
1.1 Problem Statement
Social media is defined by [9] as a group of Internet-based
applications built on the ideological and technological
foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and
exchange of user-generated content. It encompasses
collaborative platforms like Wikipedia, blogs, micro-blogs
(e.g. Twitter, Integra, WhatsApp), content communities (e.g.
YouTube) social networking sites (e.g. Facebook) virtual
game worlds (e.g. The Sims) and virtual social worlds (e.g.
Habbo) [9].
Emergence of social media has led to more people opting to
communicate and exchanging ideas, suggestions or
complaints online. These technologies support text, pictures,
sound and video making them better suited to explain reallife occurrences like traffic congestion. Several topics get
discussed through social media ranging from gossip,
entertainment, general information, news among others.
Priority of topics is determined by the number of users
contributing to it and the persistence of the issue being
canvassed. Issues that cause constant irritation such as,
runaway corruption, harassment by law enforcement
agencies, politics, adverse weather, emergencies,
entertainment and traffic jam tend to stir a lot of discussion
online.
Use of social media information during road traffic crises
has been advanced by [23] due to its robustness and
flexibility compared to conventional methods. This is
corroborated by [4] who argued that social media
information enable fast and more accurate traffic congestion
information to be reach road users.

Social media has become an essential part of peoples’ lives.
Its ability to provide factual, real-time information has been
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1.2 Objectives of the Study
The general objective of this study is to investigate the
influence of social media in road traffic management in
cities and in particular to:
1) To determine whether participation in social media
positively influences road traffic congestion management
in cities;
2) To determine whether anticipated reciprocity in social
media positively influence road traffic management in
cities;
3) To determine whether unselfishness in social media
positively influence road traffic management in cities;
and
4) To determine whether direct reward in social media
positively influence road traffic management in cities.

2. Theoretical Framework
This study is based on social exchange theory proposed by
[8] to explain the influence of social media in road traffic
congestion management. The theory developed out of
combination of ecology, psychology and sociology studies
exploring exchange between individuals or small groups. It
employs a cost– benefit formation and the comparison of
alternatives to explain how human beings communicate with
each other, how they form relationships and bonds and how
social groups are formed through communication exchanges
[17]. The author summarized reasons why people engage in
social exchange as follows:
 Expected gain in reputation and influence on others;
 A predictable response on the part of others;
 Unselfishness; and
 Direct reward.
The theory recognizes mutual commitment of the parties
involved in social networks that result in an imbalance of
obligations when violated. This imbalance leads to status
differences which must be balanced off by the defaulting
party. According to [2], the obligations give-and-take
scenario repeatedly occurs in social exchange groups. This
is important in ensuring that individuals in a social network
participate in discussions make them appropriate in
addressing relentless issues. It is at the implied equilibrium
level of social exchange that the real benefits of social media
are realized and its applicability in solving real-life
situations, such as solving traffic congestion, are enhanced.
According to this theory, communication between actors in a
social network generates a form of interdependence among
the users where they strive to adjust to each other’s
expectations. [5] argued that, there exists a form of
‘power’that could be used to explain the relation of the
actors. In social media, group members are closely-knitted
together forming a large network, where commitment to
group activities online can be explained by power or
influence dynamics of the other members where a user
derives most satisfaction.
Information is propagated in social networks through users,
who forward it to other group members in the same or
different platform. Being active rather than passive was
proposed by [16] to be a key determinant in social media

exchange. According to [6], influential social network users
played a critical role in extracting traffic data from twitter
responses. Social media reputation and influence on others
is, hence, based on how active a user is in contributing to
issues and the number of people actively involved in the
discussion, popularly known as followers. In some social
media platforms like WhatsApp, the influential user- also
known as the administrator, creates the other users’ accounts
forming a large network of friends, work mates,
acquaintances, relatives, neighbors and so on. It is possible
for an individual to belong to multiple social media groups
either in the same platform or in multiple platforms and
actively contributing to the issues canvassed in all. Such
individual are critical in propagating communication to a
wider audience, making these media robust in providing
solutions to real-life situations involving many people like
traffic congestion.
Social media is a more flexible mode of communication,
especially in situations where users are time constrained and
lacks necessary comfort to compose comprehensive
messages, like in traffic jam or emergencies. In addition, it
also allows user to seek clarifications and updates from
others as frequently as the situation persists. This was
confirmed by [6], in a study on tweeter social network who
found that users were tweeting and retweeting traffic
congestion updates. This is replicated in the other types of
social networks where users engage in a conversation and
keep posting updates as long until the issue is resolved.
Social media information exchanged among the users should
be accurate in order to nurture trust among them and inform
decision making. Trust refers to a bi-directional bond
between two entities – such as users of the same social
group, which compels them exchange only relevant and
reliable information [3].
In a social exchange, [8] argued that individual contributions
to issues may be viewed as a form of cost and responses by
others as a reward. According to this theory, social
recognition is preferable to social gratitude and as benefits
(difference between cost and reward) of social exchange
continue to increase, usage behavior tends to stabilize.
However, this is contradicted by [14] who viewed
participation in social media as voluntary and, therefore, not
subject to compensation. Similarly, this was countered by
[13] who proposed a game-based application to reward
social media users with the highest participation index based
on accurate traffic congestion comments made. Likewise,
[4] recommended a reward system in form of ranking based
on service quality differentiation, to encourage social media
users to report accidents and unusual occurrences on the
roads. Torn between these discrepancies in literature, this
study adopted direct reward as suggested by the theory to
explain why people engage in social exchange. Traffic
management information is critical in de-congesting cities
hence any form of reward as a means of increasing accurate
user responses for these purpose is viewed appropriate.

3. Discussion
Studies on effects of social media in problem solving
suggest increased usage in varied areas. In a study, [22]
reported a positive influence between social media usage
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and quest for e-learning. Similarly, [10] found that use and
commitment to social media positively influenced the social
and information aspects of a user, which in turn influenced
adoption of e-commerce. On the other hand, [11] argued that
social media could help bridge the communication gap
between customers and hotels faced with a health crisis of
bedbug infestations. The medium could be used to mitigate
losses that could emanate from poorly managing the crisis
such as: economic loss, reputational damages, negative
comments, complaints and lawsuits.
Previous researches on use of social media in road traffic
management have paid little attention to the influence
aspect. In fact, majority of them have studied only one
platform and completely ignored the others. Different
categories of social media have different implementations
and run on different platforms. Some run on mobile devices
only like WhatsApp, while others run on both mobile
devices and computers like Twitter and Facebook.
According to [18], the two most popular platforms, based on
the number of active users enrolled worldwide are Facebook
and WhatsApp. Majority of the researchers have based their
work on Twitter yet it is not the most popular platform. In
addition, societies in different countries have different
preferences for social media platform. It is for this reason
that this study intends to determine the influence of social
media on road traffic management in cities across the
platforms to fill in this gap.
In another study, [13] proposed a game-based design of
social media-based digital network system where public
could be involved in the collection and validation of traffic
data in Indonesia. This study failed to recognize that social
media conversations take place directly within social groups
and not collected for analysis purposes. Reward mostly takes
place within the groups and not externally as the authors
suggested. On the other hand, [1] argued that social media
data, like tweets, could not be used directly to explain road
traffic condition due to their unstructured nature and raw
language used. They argued that such data would be difficult
to process using a computer and recommended a natural
language processing approach to summarize traffic
information from Twitter before disseminating to the users.
Likewise, the authors ignored social groupings as a
predominant mode of exchange in social groups where
actionable information regarding road congestion is
executed. The study is also based on a weak model anchored
on language since there is a standard, predictable response
expected of users in a social group. In addition, the
selflessness nature of contributions in social media implies
that they are of standards that bear most benefits to the users,
notwithstanding language use.
In another study, [3] proposed a road traffic management
mathematical model that combined a language model and a
statistical model to identify traffic congestion locations
based on tweeter data. Once again, the study was
inconclusive in that the model was not tested with other
types of social media. On the other hand [20], proposed a
traffic estimation method in cities based on combined data
from user tweets and their geographical positioning system.
However, social media conversations were found not to
essentially follow a strict linear correlation with the volume

of traffic jam in order to be subjected to elaborate
mathematical models by [7].
On the other hand, [6] proposed a social media - based
transport control model affixed on event detection with text
synopsis from Twitter. Equally, the other authors did not
apply the model to the other categories of social media and
contextualize the results. Moreover, [4] took a broader view
by surveying the existing traffic management systems and
assessing their usage level in realizing smart city status. This
approach grouped social media with other forms of
traditional traffic management systems thereby diminishing
their influence making it difficult to account for.
Social media was found to be beneficial in de-congesting
cities compared to other forms of traffic management
systems by [21], who observed that it was not limited by
information sources and could accommodate various forms
of data such as videos or pictures. Furthermore, it was more
flexible and more appropriate to road emergency
management and traffic dispersion. In a study on road
congestion in China, [23] reported that Twitter user
suggestions on traffic flow and conditions helped in decongesting cities during celebrations. As with the other
studies, these one also failed to consider the influence of
other social media platforms to such scenarios.
Besides, [7] proposed a model of explaining drivers’
reactions on social media when caught in traffic jam during
three shifts of the day: morning, noon and afternoon. They
found no linear relationship between responses and the
severity of the jam and suggested existence of underlying
factors such as driver’s emotional status. Although they
claimed that the model was 38% better than linear
approaches, they based their study on Twitter only. Their
study was inconclusive because it zeroed in only on drivers
stack in traffic jam and failed to recognize the contribution
of passengers in those vehicles also caught in gridlock as
well as pedestrians and other stakeholders affected by the
situation on the road. This study proposes that the other
social media platforms could also explain a significant
percentage of the shortfall from tweeter conversations in
road traffic de-congestion. This is confirmed by [3] who
proposed an approach to traffic congestion monitoring
where pedestrians, drivers, and passengers were viewed as
human sensors and their tweets as explanation of nearby
current traffic conditions.
The other social media platforms, though scantly studied,
have also been used in road traffic management in cities. For
instance, [15] reported that in India traffic police were able
to guide motorists from messages and photos received from
a WhatsApp helpline launched for public to report traffic
jams and incidences on roads. YouTube a communication
site where signed up users upload videos for public viewing
has numerous tutorials on city traffic navigation, simulations
and real data feeds on traffic jam management. Users
leverage on incorporated video recorders in mobile devices
to capture real traffic data and post it on the web
immediately. This can be done while on the move or
stationery in traffic congestion. On the other hand, bloggers
engage their followers on road traffic management.
Likewise, virtual worlds and virtual social worlds have been
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used to simulate traffic jam scenes and users’ interactions
and navigation can be applied in real-life situations to
decongest cities. The widespread popularity of social media
sites suggest that they are successful, accepted and
applicable in personal, social, and professional lives of
individual users and especially to city dwellers who share
common problem of traffic jam.

4. Conclusion
This study has shown that social media has both intensive
and extensive influence on road traffic management. In
intensive influence, it is used to manage short-term and
immediate occurrences such as blocked roads, accidents and
other unexpected hindrances on the roads. In extensive
influence, social media suggestions and opinions have been
implemented in managing expected and recurrent road
traffic congestion. Literature reviewed suggests that real life
events, such as gridlock in cities, trigger social media
discussion. Active participation in these discussions ensures
that information is propagated in the network. Social
networks are also linked with each other through individuals
belonging to multiple groups and multiple platforms.
However, there is little literature on the influence of other
social media platforms in road traffic management
especially Facebook – the most popular platform across the
world. This is probably due to the fact that different
countries seem to adopt different platforms. Positive
influence of Tweeter in traffic management in cities has
been proved by literature.
The basic elements of social networks are small groups
where members derive most satisfaction. Users involvement
in such networks positively influence road traffic
management in cities since each member is indebted to each
other in terms of contributing to the issues affecting the
group. Deficiency in members’ contribution obligation
causes a disequilibrium which must be restored by active
participation
in
discussion,
thereby
enhancing
communication of actionable, relevant and current
information capable of de-congesting cities.
The welfare of members in social media groupings has been
found to be a critical characteristic in these networks. The
nucleus of a social group is often an influential user, who
initially invites and enrolls acquaintances, work-mates,
neighbors and other persons of interest leading to a large
network of exchanging ideas. Based on this genesis, there is
trust among the users and the contributions to the
conversations canvassed are largely philanthropic.
Individuals derive reward by remaining and contributing to
discussions in a social group. People who are engaged in
interaction are rationally seeking to maximize profits by
receiving approval and acknowledgement from the others.

5. Recommendations
Research on social media influence in road traffic decongestion have largely relied on data extraction, mining or
summarization and proposing new models based on such
findings. However, there is a lot of information exchanged
directly and acted upon by members of a social group,
whose effects is not accounted for in these studies hence the

need for a study in this area. In addition, there is need to
carry out a quantitative study on the influence of other social
media platforms in de-congesting cities. Facebook, for
instance, the most popular social network platform
worldwide with over 900 million users, is scantly
researched. Finally, there is need to study the popularity of
different social media platforms in various countries,
communities or social classes and provide reasons for the
findings in order to adequately explain their influence in
road traffic congestion management.
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